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Intro

Pangenomics of the ‘death cap’ mushroom, and of Agaricales
reveal dynamic evolution in an invasive range

𓋼 The deadly-poisonous ‘death cap’
mushroom, Amanita
phalloides, is invasive to
California
𓋼 A. phalloides produces a newlydiscovered class of ‘MSDIN’
toxins

Methods
𓋼 Developed a new MSDIN-finding
bioinformatic pipeline

Figure 3. The distribution of MSDIN genes in Agaricales spp. (Left) Phylogenetic relationships of the three families within Agaricales
found to contain MSDIN genes (outer ring) and the associated processing enzyme, popB, (inner ring) are depicted as the consensus of
250 maximum-likelihood trees of BUSCOs. Genomes found to have both popB and MSDIN genes are highlighted with a star-shaped tip
point. (Right) The overlap in MSDIN-core sequences between species is shown in an upset plot using both genomic data analyzed in
this study as well as previously-published results.

𓋼 Searched 88 A. phalloides
and 208 Agaricales genomes

Results
𓋼 Accessory MSDIN pangenome is
significantly differentiated
between CA population and
the native European range
𓋼 Expansion of the MSDIN gene
family has occurred
independently at least twice
𓋼 MSDIN genes are physically
clustered within genomes
𓋼 The first identification of MSDINs in
Amanita outside of the
‘deadly amanita’ demands
reconsideration of evolutionary
history

Heatmap showing the MSDIN-producing genes found in a clone-corrected set of Amanita spp. genome sequences. Phylogenetic relationships are depicted in a
maximum-likelihood tree constructed using genome-wide SNPs. Colored boxes indicate the presence of an MSDIN allele associated with a specific MSDIN-core
sequence at a specific locus (loci are separated by blank columns). Difference in frequency between European (green) and Californian, USA, isolates (blue) are
indicated above the heatmap. Significant differences in MSDIN frequency (P < 0.005) determined by AMOVA are reflected by opaque bars. *These MSDIN
sequences were identified at two distinct loci in the reference genome, however, to provide visual context for putative duplications in other isolates (as
indicated by gene counts greater than one) that were prohibitively laborious to resolve, we have not resolved these into discrete loci.
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